What to Expect at an ahha Tulsa Self-Guided Tour
Ahha Tulsa is a Tulsa-based 501c3 nonprofit that owns
and operates the Hardesty Center, which includes a
contemporary art gallery, classrooms, studios, and
hands-on maker space. The ahha Hardesty Center
includes four floors: THE GALLERY, THE EXPERIENCE,
THE STUDIO, and THE ANNEX.
Visit lengths vary! A typical tour group will spend roughly
1 to 2 hours if they visit THE GALLERY, THE EXPERIENCE,
and THE STUDIO. Some intrepid creatives of all ages will
spend multiple hours in THE STUDIO perfecting their
projects. We invite you to stay as long as you like during
public hours.
For the best experience, we recommend breaking
your group up into several smaller groups of about
10, each of which should be accompanied by one or
more adult chaperones. Most groups spend about 20–30
minutes per floor of the ahha Hardesty Center.
Arrivals and admission
When you arrive at the ahha Hardesty Center, you will be greeted by a Guest Service
Associate, who will provide you with an overview of each floor as well as expectations and
procedures. At this time, you will need to pay admission—card or cash is accepted. Guest
Service Associates will be notified in advance if your group’s admission fee has been
waived.
Good to know:
• Self-guided tours do not have a dedicated facilitator to lead them through the
Hardesty Center. Please read the following document carefully so that you and
other chaperones can facilitate a great visit for your group.
• Ahha does not have a dedicated lunch space or coat room.
• Admission fees ($10.95 per adult, $6.95 per youth 3–17) are due upon entry (if
applicable). Groups may pay together or separately.
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The Grounds: Chalk Wall and Garden for the Arts

Visitors love drawing on the exterior of the ahha Hardesty Center, and it’s one of the
things that makes us so distinctive in the Tulsa Arts District. Our Garden for the Arts is
also a terrific place for visitors to run, play, or eat a picnic lunch.
Good to know:
• We don’t provide chalk for visitors. Chalk is available for purchase in the ahha Gift
Store.
• Only chalk may be used on the exterior walls.
• Do not draw on the beams and concrete/stucco walls of the Hardesty Center, or the
buildings of other businesses or the city sidewalk.
• Chaperones and their respective organizations are responsible for ensuring the
safety of their participants on the sidewalk.
• Profanity, hate speech, or commercial messages are not tolerated on the chalk wall.
• Outside spaces are closed to visitors during inclement weather or during private
events.
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First Floor: THE GALLERY

THE GALLERY at ahha is a contemporary environment designed to support and affirm the
furthest reaches of artistic vision and promote participatory audience
experiences. Ahha does not have a permanent collection. By design, we host an everchanging series of exhibits presented by individual artists and collectives. As part of our
mission to educate the public about the arts, we are committed to showing work by artists
with diverse backgrounds, perspectives, and opinions. It’s also our role to provide a safe
space to discuss artists’ work and intentions.
Good to know:
• Please do not touch works of art in THE GALLERY, unless signage indicates
otherwise.
• There are always family-friendly activities and plain-language interpretive signage
in English and Spanish in THE GALLERY.
• Ahha Tulsa only provides educator-led tours upon advance booking.
• Exhibitions change every 2–3 months, so there is always something new to see.
• Between exhibitions, there is about a two-week period in which THE GALLERY is
closed. Please visit our website to plan your visit accordingly.
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Second Floor: THE EXPERIENCE

The EXPERIENCE is an artist-driven, large-scale, fully immersive art installation that
invites participants to explore a fantastical, multimedia environment through sight, sound,
movement, and touch. This ambitious project has completely transformed the second floor
of the Hardesty Center. Five local lead artists guided the creative direction of the project.
The art itself takes the form of fantastical multimedia for guests to experience and
interact with as they move through the space.
Good to know:
• THE EXPERIENCE includes loud sounds, bright flashing lights, and dark areas in
which it’s difficult to see.
• Food and drink are not allowed in THE EXPERIENCE.
• Visitors may gently touch objects in THE EXPERIENCE.
• There are places that require visitors bend over, stoop down, or crawl. Most of THE
EXPERIENCE is accessible to visitors using wheelchairs and strollers.
• Photography is encouraged! Share your pictures online with @ahhatulsa and
#KeepTulsaCreative.
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Third Floor: THE STUDIO

THE STUDIO is a space that invites ahha visitors to think like artists through open-ended
creative exploration and discovery. In THE STUDIO, visitors select their own materials
from a wide array of possibilities, generate their own ideas and execute their own unique
creative products. STUDIO Ambassadors act as guides for technical support and Creative
Challenges are available for visitors who need help getting started.
Good to know:
• THE STUDIO is a makerspace, not an art class. Your group may use Creative
Challenges as a way to begin self-directed projects, but STUDIO Ambassadors are
there to facilitate, not teach.
• A STUDIO Ambassador will greet your group when they arrive on the floor and give
a quick introduction to the space.
• Chaperones are responsible for ensuring that their participants stay on task, use
materials in a safe and responsible manner, and clean up after they are finished.
• THE STUDIO will not package artwork to take home or hold completed projects for
more than 24 hours. Tour groups are responsible for safely packing and taking their
own items home, or they may leave completed projects as examples on the “wall of
fame.”
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Fourth Floor: THE ANNEX
THE ANNEX is a flexible space that ahha Tulsa occasionally uses for pop-up exhibitions.
When not programmed, THE ANNEX is closed to visitors. Check our website for more
information.
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